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This invention relates to venetian blinds and 
especially‘ to a novel form of blind structure 
adapted for installation on the exterior or ex 
posed parts of a window structure, and is in 

5 part a-continuation of the discllisures of our-co 
pending application Serial No. 122,792, ?led Jan. 
28, 1937. 

- Among the important objects of the invention 
is the provision of a blind'including 'a plurality 

10- of spaced slats suspended between ?exible ele 
ments from a control mechanism operable to ' 
tilt the slats about their individual axes and 
also to raisethe same into,,-gathered relation 

_ independently of the tilting ‘operation, together 
10 with‘ means” for mounting said structure ex 

teriorly of a usual form'of window structure, and 
manually operable means disposedon the‘ inner ' 
side of the window and adapted variously to 
control the aforesaid operating mechanism. 

20 .More speci?cally stated, the invention provides 5 
blind mechanism including a carriage, means for 
supporting the carriage across the outside or 
exposed portion of a window structure, a plu 
rality of slats suspended in spaced relation be 

25 tween ?exible elements attached to said carriage, 
' mechanism operable to pivot the‘carriage about 
its own long axis, a roller supported on said 
carriage and means for vrotating the roller- and 
simultaneously sliding the same in an axial d1. 

30 rection, ?exible elements windable onto said roll 
‘er and adapted to raise and lower said slats, to 
gether with manual control means for rotating 
said roller and extended from said carriage 
through the wall structure adjoining the. win 

35 dow to the inner wall surface, and other c0n-. 
trol mechanism likewise exteided through the 
wall structure and adapted to control the piv 
otation or tilting of the carriage. - 
Other novel aspects and more speci?c objects 

40 of the invention will appear as the following de 
scription proceedsin view of the annexed drawv 
ing, in which: _ ~ 

Fig.1 is a fragmentary 

45 in the upper exterior portion of a window; 
' Fig. 2 is a horizontal section through the up 

per window structure and taken along lines 2-2 
of Fig. 1; ,while . ‘I ‘ ' l ’ 

Fig. 3 is ‘an enlarged vertical section through 
50 the window structure and manual control mech 
. anlsm as seen along lines_2-3 of Fig.1. 

, It has heretofore been the common practice to 
mount blinds‘ of the type herein described on 
the inner or chamber side of window structures, 

55 and by our present invention we provide a novel 

‘ front elevation of 
blind and control mechanism therefor mounted _ 

7 Claims. (Cl. Eli-17) 
blind mechanism which‘ makes possible the in 
stallation of such blinds onl'the exterior side of 
a window and at the same time retains the 
usual operating characteristics of 'the venetian 
blind; that is to say, the tilting and raising op- 5 
operation of the slats is/preserved and even fa 
cilitated by control mechanism disposed on. the 
inner side of the window structure and easily 
accessible by the operator. 
As seen in Fig. 1, the blind structure comprises 10 > 

.a plurality‘ of slats l0 suspended in spaced rela 
tion between pairs of ?exible elements l2 which, 
in turn, are suspended ‘from a top rail or car 
riage structure which includes a carriage M'pro- . 
vi'ded with a roller l6 supported at one/axial 15 
extremity by a combination'axle and worm gear 
l8, and at its opposite extremity by a keyed or 

',_square shaft 20. -' . 
l\ , 

One chain of each pair I2 is atta’ched at its 
.upper extremity 22 to the bottom (if the car- 20 

- riage l4 and at points 24 along each of the longi 
tudinal edge portions of the several slats III, while 
the remaining chain of each pair is attached at 
its lower extremity to a bottommost slat only 
and at its upper extremity extends~through the 25 
bottom of the carriage‘for attachment [to the . 
roller, l6, as at 26 for example. . / 
The carriage llfis supported at one axial ex 

tremity by means-9f. a bracket 30 having a stud 
shaft 32 extended therefrom and provided with 30 
a gear 34 and a pol'tion' extending beyond the I 

' gear into the axial end of the carriage, thus 
' providing'a pivotal support’for the latter, while 
at its opposite extremity the carriage is engaged 
bya pair of spaced trunnion pins 36 (Fig. 2) 35 ‘ 

a which extend from- a trunnion arm ' , 38 into the 
axial end of the carriage, the trunnion arm being 
provided intermediately of the pins 36 with'a 
stationary riding gear 40 (Fig. 1) over which 
rides‘ a gear 42 on the stationary- worm shaft I8 40 
when the carriage I4 is pivoted about. its own 
axis. 
The trunnion arm 38 is pivotally supported on'. 

an end bracket II and is provided ‘with'a seg 
mental gear (not shown) which mesheswith a 45 
driving worm 44, driven by special controlmeans 
hereinafter to be described, for the purpose of 
tilting or rocking the carriage it about its own 
axis so as to tilt the several slats l0 correspond 
ingly. ' _ _ 50 

The gear 34 extended from the other bracket 
30 meshes with'a gear 35' on the square shaft 20, 
the roller 26 being keyed to slide on this shaft ’ 
and also being rotatable with the same when the ‘ 
gear 25 is driven by gear 24, this latter movement 55 
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being effected through the operation of a driv 
ing worm 46 engageable with a driven gear 48 
on the stud shaft 32. The worm 46 is rotated 
by a special control mechanism shortly to be de 
scribed in conjunction with the operating mech 
anism for operating the carriage. Rotation of 
the shaft 20, however, correspondingly rotates 
the roller I'6, and the axial bore at the left-hand 
end of the same is provided with a stationary 
tooth (not shown) which rides in the worm 
track on stationary shaft l8, and thus the roller 
is caused to creep or shift along the square shaft 
20 toward one or the other end of the carriage, 
depending upon the direction of rotation of gear 
34, and when the roller thus revolves, the lifting 
chains attached thereto, as at 26, are wound 
thereon and the winding creeps in a direction op 
posite to the direction of axial movement of the 
roller. For ‘a more detailed description of the 
construction and operation of this type of con 
trol mechanism, reference may be had to the 
above mentioned co-pending application. 
The brackets 30 and 3| in the present em 

bodiment are secured into the opposite upper 
corner portions of the outer window structure 
by any suitable means, and the entire carriage as 
well as the brackets are covered by a shield plate 
having a top level 50, a front surface 5| disposed 
rectangularly of the top and having a drip forma 
tion 52 along its lower edge, the under and inner 
surfaces respectively of the top and front 50 and 
5i overlying correspondingly angled surface por 
tions 53 of the brackets, and being secured thereto 
by means of screws or the like, and in this man 
ner the operating mechanism is shielded from 
dirt, snow and the like, the mechanism being 
otherwise ruggedly designed to withstand radical 
temperature changes and ordinary attacks by the 
elements in its exposed condition. 
The raising and lowering movement of the slats 

I0 is guided by means of vertically disposed chan 
nel strips 54 attached to the sides of the window 
opening and in which ride axially extended studs 
(not shown) provided in the ends of the lower 
most slat of the group, this slat usually being 
heavier than the remainder of- the slats so as to 
assure. quick response of the assembly in - its 
lowering movement. 

Control of the operating mechanism is effected 
by means of a telescoping shaft assembly 51 in 
cluding a tubular sleeve portion 58 keyed by means 
of a pin 60 to a shaft 62 which carries the worm 
46, and which is rotatably mounted on'b‘racket 
portions 63 forming part of each of the brackets 
30 and 3|, as seen in Fig. 3, for example. ‘,‘The 
mechanism disposed at the left-hand end of the , 
carriage as seen in Figs. 1 and 2 is provided 

. with a driving worm and driven gear substantially 

60 

identical to that seen in Fig. 3 (and correspond 
ing to the operating mechanism at the right 

, hand end of . the carriage) and each of the 
brackets has an upstanding lug or car 65 (Fig. 3) 
intermediate bracket portions 63 adapted to bear 

. against, an axial end of the warm to limit its 

65 
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thrust movement in that direction, ‘the opposite 
end’ of the‘ worm shaft being provided with a 
‘thrust bearing 61' seated in one of the bracket 
portions 63. - 
The sleeve part of the telescoping shaft is pro 

vided with a square or keyed end section 59 at 
its end opposite to the tubular section 58 and 
rotatably receives a squareshaft 10 having its 
outer end pivotally secured, as at 12, between the 

' sides of- a U-shaped vcleat ‘I4 attached to the end 
of a pulley shaft 16. 

2,108,398 
The telescoping shaft assembly is adapted to 

extend through aligned openings 11 and 1'8 in 
the header 80 and the inner trim plate I I , respec 
tively, and protruding beyond the plane of the 
wall surface a sufficient distance to provide a 
clearance for a special pulley 84 (Fig. 3) secured 
on the outer end of the pulley shaft 16 and spaced 
from the underlying wall surface by means of a 
stand-off collar 86 through which the pulley and 
shaft passes. As seen in Fig. 2, the stand-off 
collar 86 is attached 'to the trim plate by means of 
screws 81. 
The pulley structure shown in Fig. 3 forms the 

subject matter of applicant’s co-pending case 
Serial No. 122,797, ?led Jan. 28, 1937, and includes 
an endless pull-chain 88 of the ball type, which 
rides into. and out of peripheral depressions in 
the pulley and which is secured in operative re 
lationship with the pulley by means of a combina 
tion guide and shield plate 90 having a lower 
sleeve or skirt portion through which the chain 
hangs. By grasping one or the other sides of the 
'chain 88 and pulling the same, the pulley 84 is ro 
tated together with the telescoping shaft struc 
ture which, in turn, rotates the worm 46 and the 
gear 48 to revolve the roller 16 in the manner and 
for the purpose described above. The control 
shaft corresponding to the mechanism ‘Iii-51, 
62—46, just described, is substantially duplicated 
at both ends of the carriage with the exception 
that the rotative movement in one instance is 
transmitted to the carriage itself to pivot the 
same about its own axis, while in the other in-v 
stance the motion is transmitted to the roller to 
wind in or feed out the slat chains. 
The telescoping shaft assembly 51 facilitates 

the installation of the mechanism in buildings 
having varying depths of wall structure, a wide 
range of depths being readily accommodated by 
moving the square shaft 10 inwardly or outwardly 
of the sleeve portion. 

If desired, the individual slats l0 may be'con 
structed of metal or the like in accordance with 
the teaching of our copending application Serial 
No. 122,802, ?led Jan. 28, 1937, which discloses 
a novel form of blind slat stamped or cast and 
having integrally formed attaching lugs for sup 
porting engagement with the chains or flexible 
elements. . . 

It will be evident that we have provided a novel 
venetian blind structure and operating control 
mechanism which makes it possible to ‘mount the 
blind on the outside of a window structure, and 
‘while the preferred embodiment is described here 
in in detail, the example is intended to be illus 
trative of the invention and we wish to avail 
ourselves of all the modi?cations and variations 
of the invention disclosed herein and de?ned by 
the appended claims. 
Having thus described our invention, what we 

claim as new and desire to protect by Letters 
Patent is: 

1. Blind supporting and operating mechanism 
for installation on the outside of a window struc 
ture, said mechanism including a carriage, means 
for pivotally ‘supporting the carriage across the 
outside of a window structure, a plurality of slats 
suspended from said carriage by flexible elements 
and mechanism on said carriage for moving said 
slats and including a driven member, together 
with control means drivingly connected with said 
driven member and extended through the window 
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structure to the inner wall surface adjoining said 75 
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2,103,398 
window, and manually operable means on said 
control member and operable to drive the same. 

2. A venetian blind adapted for installation 
on the outside‘ part of a window structure and 
including a movable slat-supporting device, means 
for supporting saidavadevice across the upper out 
side portion of the window structure, said means 
including bracket members attached to said struc 
ture, a plurality of blind slats suspended from said 
supporting device and the latter having slat-mov 
ing mechanism including ‘driven elements, and 
means for moving said supporting device includ 
ing telescoping shaft means extended from said 
supporting device on the exterior side of the 
window through the window structure to the inner 
adjoining wall surface, said shaft means, having 
a driving element drivingly engageable with said 
driven element, and manual means on the inner 
wall extremity thereof for rotating said shaft to 
move said supporting device and said slats. . 

3. A venetian blind adapted for installation on 
the outside portion of a window structure, said 
blind including an elongated carriage pivot-ally 
supported across the outside of the window by 
means of brackets attached to the window struc 
ture at the axial ends of the carriage, a plurality “ 
of slats normally suspended in spaced relation 
from said carriage by means of ?exible elements, 
gear mechanism on said carriage and includinga 
driven gear for pivoting .the same to tilt said 
slats, winding means on said carriage (including a 
roller mechanism having a second driven‘gear for 
simultaneously revolving the roller and sliding 
the,’ same along its axis of rotation, ?exible ele 
ments windable onto said roller and operable to 
lift said slats in gathered condition, and manually 
operable control mechanism including a shaft 
extended from said carriage through said window 
structure to the inner adjoining wall surface, gear 
means on the exterior end of said shaft'and oper 
atively engageable with said ?rst-mentioned 
driven gear to pivot said carriage when said shaft 
is rotated, and said shaft having pulley means on 
its interior end for rotating the same and tilting 
the carriage as aforesaid, together with a second 
shaft means likewise extended from said carriage 
‘through said window structure to the interior 
wall surface adjoining the window structure and 
having gear means on its exterior end engageable 
with said second driven gear to operate said 
roller and pulley means on the interior end of 
said second shaft means and operable to rotate 
the latter and the roller as aforesaid to raise and 
lower said slats. 

4. A venetian blindgstructure including a slat 
control and supporting mechanism, and means 
for mounting said mechanism across the extee 
rior portion of a window structure, a plurality 
of slats suspended in spaced relation below said 
last-mentioned mechanism by means of ?exible 
elements, and remote control mechanism for said 
?rst-mentioned control mechanism including a 
control member operatively engageable with said 
slat supporting and control mechanism and 
extended from the latter through said window 
structure to a point adjacent the interior surface 
of the saidwindow structure, and manually ac 
cessible and operable means on the inner extrem 
ity of said control member for ‘rotating the same 
to operate said control mechanism and‘ move said 
slats. ' '2 ' \ 

5. A blind structure adapted for mounting on 
the exterior side of a window structure and in 

cluding an elongated carriage member and means 
for supporting the same across the exterior of 
a window including a .pair of brackets disposed 
at the axial ends of the carriage and attached 
to the window structure, a plurality of slats sus 
pended in spaced relation by ?exible elements 
from said carriage and the latter having a rotat 
able member for raising and lowering said ?ex 
ible elements and the slats, mechanism including 
a driven gear, a trunnion arm pivoted on one of 
said brackets and engageable with an axial end 
of said carriage, said trunnion arm being pivot 
able by said driven gear, a second gear means 
at the opposite end of said carriage and oper 
able to revolve said roller means, together with 
manually operable remote control mechanism for 
pivoting the said carriage and revolving said 
roller to ‘move said slats, said mechanism includ 
ing a pair of'telescoping shafts supportably en 
gaged at one outer extremity on one of each of 
.said brackets and each having a worm drive at, 
their said outer extremities and respectively en 
gageable with said ?rst-mentioned driven gear 

10 

and said second-mentioned gear means, each of - 
said, shafts being extended through said window 
‘structure from the outside region thereof to the 
interior or chamber side thereof, and being sup 
ported at their interior extremities by a stand 
off collar embracing the same and attached 'to 
the window structure, each of said shafts having * 
pulley means at their interior extremities for 
revolving the same to pivot said carriage and 
revolve said roller respectively, and said carriage 
having shield plate means supported by said 
brackets. ‘ 

6. A‘ blind structure adapted for mounting on 
the exterior side of a window structure and in 
cluding‘a slat-supporting and operating carriage, 
means for supporting said carriage across the 
exterior part of a window structure, a plurality 
of slats movably supported by said carriage, and 
driven mechanism forming part of said carriage 
and operable to move said slats, together with, 
operating means for actuating said driven mech 
anism from. the interior or chamber side of said 
window structure, said means including an elon 
gated and longitudinally adjustable shaft mem 
ber operatively connected with said driven mech 
anism and extended through a portion of said 
window structure for connection with a manipu 
lating device disposed at the interior or chamber 
side of the window structure. I ' 

7. a blind structure adapted for mounting on 
the exterior side of a window structure and in 
cluding a slat-supporting and operating carriage, 
means forsupporting said carriage across the 
exterior -part vof a window structure, a plurality 
of slats movably supported by said carriage, and 
driven mechanism forming part of said carriage 
and operableto move said slats, together with 
operating vmeans for actuating said driven mech 
anism from the interior or chamber side of said 
window structure, said means including an elon 
gated and longitudinally adjustable shaft mem 
ber operatively connected with said driven mech 
anism and extended through a portion of said 
window structure and pivotally attached at its 
inner end to a manipulating device for rotating 
‘said shaft and disposed at the interior or cham 
ber side of said window structure. 

EDWIN NORTH. 
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